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Craig Barney Urges cooperation and effort
First of all I would like to thank Jesse for doing a great job last year. This (Volunteer) job as I have
found out is almost full time. I would also like to thank Dorde for the time and effort she put into the
Vestiges last year. Again, a volunteer job that is almost full time. Thanks Jesse & Dorde.
As president this year (2001) my objectives are the following in order of importance.
1- To have fun visiting rock art sites. To expand my knowledge of rock art, the origins, the cultures
that left it, artistic value, and perhaps the meaning of some. It is also an objective to share this with
others at the sites or in Vestiges.
2- To help improve the protection and preservation of these sites to the best of our abilities and
knowledge and within the parameters we need to follow set by the govemment agencies in charge. I
feel we also need to be considerate of the Native American belief system and not overstep the boundaries they set.
a- To start a site stewardship program with the help of state & fed. agencies.
b- To approach the Native American people for their assistance & guidance in education, protection, and
preservation.
3- To improve the newsletter and web site for the benefit of all the members, blit~especially for those
members who cannot attend field trips or meetings due to age or distance. If we can just have fun this
year I'll feel like my year has been a success. My other objectives in conservation & preservation will
just be a continuation of support for the efforts of the C&P committee, headed by Layne Miller last
and this year.
..
On the 3rd objective the newsletter will also be headed by a veteran, and professional newspaper person
again, Layne Miller. Layne has two bigjobs this year and I'm sure he will need some help in both. We will
solicit articles for the newsletter every month. Anything you feel of interest please send to Layne. Jean
Tappan & Ron Lee will be working together on the web site. Every month we will have new pictures of the
field trip we last went on. Our site also has a place for items people may be interested in buying. So if you
have rock art items for sale please contact Ron Lee or Jean Tappan and maybe you can get them on the
website.
That's all for me this month. If anyone has any words of wisdom, kindness, or praise please contact
me. If you have any criticism or complaints please contact Jesse Wamer. I have not had this job long enough
.to upset anyone yet. Hope the Holiday season went well for everyone.
Craig Barney URARA President

URARA's 2001 Calendar of events
January
4th

Earth is at Perihelion (closest to the sun)

9th Full Moon (Wolf Moon)
26th Ex meeting 5:30 @ Vern Bush's office (1473 So. 1100 E.) SLC 801-531-1182
26th Monthly meeting ( all monthly meetings in SLC will be in the same Head Start building as in the past: 9th
E. & 9th So.) 7:00 pm (Nal Morris)
No field trips in Jan.

February
3rd Cross Quarter time 11: 15 Ecliptic Longitude 315 degrees

8th Full Moon (Snow Moon)
10th & 11 th Field trip to Indian Creek (Newspaper
art sites.

Rock) working trip to help the BLM place signs at rock

23rd Executive meeting 5:30 Vern Bush's office

23 rd "Monthly meeting 7: 00 13m Head Start building
March
8th Full Moon (Sap Moon)
17th & 18th Field trip: Hurricane details are in January Vestiges (Phil Thurn)
20th Vernal Equinox time 6: 14 Ecliptic Longitude 360 degrees
30th Executive Meeting Vern Bush's office 5 :30
30th Monthly meeting 7:00 pm Head Start building

8th Full Moon (Egg Moon)
21 st Field trip (Fool Creek, West Desert)
27th Executive meeting Vern Bush's 5 :30
27th Monthly meeting 7:00 pm Head Start building

May
yh Cross Quarter time 3 :25 Ecliptic Longitude 045 degrees
7th Full Moon (Milk Moon)

19th Executive meeting Parowan Gap
19thMonthly meeting Parowan Gap
June
6th Full Moon (Strawberry

Moon)

16th & 1T" Field trip (San Luis Valley CO.)
21 stSolstice time 0: 19 Ecliptic Longitude 090 degrees
22nd Executive Meeting 5 :30 Vem Bush's office
22nd Monthly Meeting 7:00 Head Start building

July
4th Earth is at Aphelion (farthest from the sun)
y:. FuH Moon (Thunder Moon)
14th & 15th Field Trip (Picnic) Nine Mile?
27th Executive Meeting 5:30 Vem Bush's office
27th Monthly Meeting 7:00 Head Start building
August
yd Full Moon (Green Com Moon)

T" Cross Quarter time 3 :36 Ecliptic Longitude 135 degrees

is- & 19thField

Trip (Vermilion Cliffs) Dell Crandall

24th Executive Meeting 5:30 VemBush'soffice
24th Monthly Meeting 7:00 Head Start building
September
2nd Full Moon (Barley Moon)

7th, 8th and 9thNine Mile Canyon Coalition Fall Gathering in Nine Mile Canyon
22nd Equinox time 15:47 Ecliptic Longitude 180 degrees

22nd & 23rd Stone Age Fair Loveland, Colorado Dell Crandall
23rd Tami Barney's 48th Birthday
28th Executive Meeting 5:30 Vern Bush's office
28th Monthly Meeting 7:00 Head Start building
October
2nd Full Moon (Harvest Moon)
? Monthly Meeting & Symposium dates will be in Vestiges as soon as known
31st Full Moon (Beaver Moon) Blue Moon & Halloween!
November
7th Cross Quarter time 1:18 Ecliptic Longitude 225 degrees
l O" & 11th Field Trip (San Juan River) Bluff and surrounding area John Remakel
23rd Executive Meeting 5 :30 Vern Bush's office
23rd Monthly Meeting 7:00 Head start building
30th Full Moon (Frost Moon)
De~ember
Open for field trips
17th Aztec Calendar Stone discovered in Mexico City 1790
21 stSolstice time 12:05 Ecliptic Longitude 270 degrees
7th Christmas Party
Executive Meeting & Monthly Meeting will be at the Christmas Party
Be sure and take some people pictures for the party
30th Full Moon (Long Nights Moon)
This Calendar is not in stone, other dates will be added as needed

Boulder and Rock Art Theft Being Investigated
Officials from State Institutional Trust Lands (SITLA) are trying to figure out how to proceed with
a case involving the theft of a boulder from state trust lands in southwest Utah County that was
etched with prehistoric petroglyphs.
The state agency does not have a lot of experience in investigating criminal cases and will need
some legal guidance on how to proceed.
"We're pursuing this matter diligently and vigorously but we're not sure right now what we're

going to do," said Kenny Wintch, SITLA archaeologist on Wednesday. "We're going to do the right
thing but we're not sure what the right thing is."
The theft was reported last summer by a person who apparently saw someone hauling the boulder
away in a trailer being towed by an all-terrain vehicle from an area near Five-Mile pass. They notified
the Bureau of Land Management of the the theft, but when the BLM discovered the boulder was
located on state trust land, they handed the investigation over to SITLA.
Jesse Warner, president ofthe Utah Rock Art Research Association in Salt Lake City said the
loss of the boulder means any valuable information the petro glyphs may of held is now lost.
"Some petroglyphs can give us valuable information about the people who created them," said
Warner, an amateur rock-art researcher. "We [URARA members] have been searching our photo files
trying to determine what boulder it was that was taken but we're not sure if it's one we have surveyed
and documented or not. "
Warner said petro glyphs sometimes have an association with the landscape where they are found
that provides valuable information.
"If we haven't documented the site, any information it contained is now gone," he said. "We have
now lost that association and those meanings."
Warner's group is offering a $500 reward to anyone who has information leading to the arrest of
the thief.
The boulder is estimated to be about three feet long and two feet wide and weighs several hundred
pounds.
Five Mile Pass is located in the middle of a sagebrush desert and could have been used for hundreds
of years as a route by the prehistoric inhabitants of Utah. Warner and others believe the ancient
petroglyphs were probably made by the Fremont culture which inhabited Utah from about A.D. 500
to 1300.
The Fremont are also believed to have created many of the thousands of petro glyphs and pictograph panels gracing sandstone cliffs throughout the state.
Some of the petro glyphs in the Utah County site are listed in the second volume of Kenneth Castleton's,
Petroglyphs and Pictographs of Utah. In the book Castleton calls the area west of Utah Lake the
Fairfield site.
Many ancient rock art panels on Utah's public lands have been stolen or damaged in the past.
Some of the perpetrators believe the panels marked the location of ancient gold mines or were
taken to be included in landscaping or as decorations in homes and for fireplaces.
By Layne Miller for the Salt Lake Tribune

C&P Committee Receives Funding for Temple Mountain
The Conservation and Preservation Committee ofURARA has spent the last several months
working on locating funding for the conservation of the Temple Mountain pictograph panel that was vandalized in March of2000.
As you remember, the panel was vandalized by someone armed with a stick of charcoal. The
perpetrator used the charcoal to draw some artwork, some of which ended up on top of the ancient
pictographs. The person also dated and signed the creation.
The vandalism was investigated by the Emery County Sheriff's Office. Investigators gathered
several leads in the case, but have yet to make an arrest.
C & P members approached the Emery County Public Lands Council for help and direction in
determining what direction to take in the incident and applied for grants from the Utah Division of
State History and the State Institutional Trust Lands Administration. The panel is located inside the
borders of Emery County and on land administered by SITLA.

Both agencies have been good to us. The Division of State History awarded us $3,000 for the
project and SITLA added another $3,000. We estimate it will cost just over $7,000 to have an art
conservator remove the charcoal, plus add a wooden pole fence at the end the informal parking area
nearby; construct a small trail to the base of the cliff; and erect two interpretive signs - one at the parking
area and the other at the base of the cliff where visitors normally view the panel.
We are also looking at the possibility of removing a small section ofledge that allows access
to the base of the paintings. The ledge is less than six inches wide at its narrowest point and it would
be a simple matter to remove it, so this type of thing can't happen again. If you have strong feelings
on this issue, let me (Layne) know. The Emery County Public Lands Council has asked that we restrict
access using the least damaging method possible.
The C&P Committee will meet again in January to consider C&P projects on other panels.
The Price Field Office of the Bureau of Land Management is considering a project with URARA that
would remove the dirt being deposited on the Head of Sinbad pictograph panel. The dirt is being
deposited by water that is running off the cliff above and onto the panel. We would like to somehow
divert the water to stop the problem
Once funding is in place and a plan finalized for the Temple Mountain panel, we will need
volunteers to build the buck-and-pole fence and construct the trail. I would like to see us spend a
weekend at the panel sometime this spring. I will keep all of you posted. The BLM has offered its
help and guidance in the project and so has State Archaeologist Kevin Jones.

Phil Thurn Reports on URARA Field Trips
URARA member Phil Thurn sent this information about the March field trip into Little Creek Texaco
on March 24-25.
Where:
Little Creek Texaco (Apple Valley) on High Way 59, 12.5 miles east of Hurricane,
Utah, or, 41 miles west of Fredonia, Arizona on Highway 59. ~
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When:
Saturday, March 24 at 9 a.m. trips will go to Canaan Gap, Simthsonian Butte and Dutton
Pass
Sunday March 25 at 9 a.m. trips will go to Rosey Canyon, Short Canyon. Rock art
styles include Virgin Anasazi, Fremont and Archaic.
Camping accommodations:
Camping:
WillowindRV- 435-635-4154
Brentwood RV- 435-635-2320
Quail Lake State Park- 800-322-3770
Motels:
Dixie Hostel- $15 per person- 435-635-8202 or 435-635-9000
Motel 6 Hurricane- $29 night single
For further information, contact Phil at 435-628-3422.
Phil also sent in this report on URARA's St. George field trip:

The St. George field trip was pretty good, with lots of "oohs" and "ahhs" coming from everyone. On Saturday, I took my group down into Snow Canyon for three sites. We had about 12 people,
half of which were members. Some of the local archaeology group indicated an interest in URARA
and requested further information. We also had two young brothers who are rock artists from Hurricane that brought their sketchpads. Most everyone agreed the trip was about a 1.5 miles round trip.
Later we circled around through Veyo, Ut. and caught the Gunlock site with some additions
added by locals.
Sunday we were down by the Virgin River crawling among the rocks on the Quail Ranch.
Harold demanded I produce the famous "dancing lady" and luckily, I found them again. So, on we
went to the Santa Clara River, where I finally said goodbye in hopes that I would finish my kitchen
floor remodel job.
I would like to say thank you to all the good people who joined my field trip.
Sincerely,
---------------¥PhtiThum
St. George, Utah

Editor Wants Email Addresses from URARA Members
Hello to everyone and welcome to the first 2001 issue of Vestiges. I am very excited to be the
new editor and am looking forward to bringing you the news of the Utah Rock Art Research Association.
The amount and type of information included here will be up to you the members, it is your
newsletter and I will depend on you to fill it with exciting and pertinent articles. I plan to follow the
competent trail blazed last year by Dorde Woodruff. I will watch for interesting articles on rock art from
publications around the nation. Those of interest will be included here as space permits, but I am depending
on you to feed me local Utah information, the stuffwe all want to read.
I have several major goals for this year. The first is to begin offering Vestiges via email. If you
have an email account, please call me or forward it to me. Each month those who are connected to
the Internet will receive their newsletter as soon as it is published, something that will happen at least
a week earlier than everyone else.
I would also like to send out periodic tidbits to those with email addresses. They will be short
news items that will be included in the following Vestiges, but items I believe are important enough, or news
worthy enough, to get your attention quickly.
If you have something you would like included in Vestiges, there are three ways to get it to me. The
first, and the best, is to send it to me via email. My email address is layne@afnetinc.com. Either include it in
the body of the email message or attach it as a document. The best format for me are Microsoft Word or
Microsoft Works. The second way is to simply drop me a note. Please type it (so it can be scanned) or
handwritten is OK too. The third way is to call me. Please don't call me intending to give me a long article,
use this method for short, simple news items. My home phone number is 435-637 -8954. IfI'm not home
leave a message and I will call you back. My home address is 956 No. Wadleigh Lane Price, Utah 84501.
Please don't worry ifthe article is appropriate. Almost anything pertaining to rock art is OK. I
would like to include monthly articles from each of the states in which we have members. Nevada
members are actively involved in rock art research, as are those members in California, Colorado and
Idaho and other places. Let me hear from you.
I have heard from the editor of the American Rock Art Research Association and she wants
monthly information about URARA for its newsletter and I asked her for monthly updates about
ARARA that can be included in Vestiges.

Lastly, let me stress how important Vestiges has become in binding us together as a group. We have
become a group of people divided by space but bound together by a common interest. Vestiges is the best
way to keep us united in purpose, but it only works if you participate. If you have suggestions for things that
should be included here, let me know. Better yet, write a brief article yourself and send it to me. The easiest
way to reach me is via email. I check my email account daily, except for the months I am working my Forest
Service job, which is during the summer months. Even then I check it several times each week.
I am excited about the upcoming year. Our new officers have some very exciting ideas that I believe
will truly make this the Utah Rock Art Research Association and will further propel us into a leading role in
rock art research in the nation.
Layne Miller
956 No. Wadleigh Lane
Price, Utah 84501

Yes, Virginia, I Believe Rock Art is Art
I hear, from many people who say "rock art is not art", that they believe that art is entertaining
and/or decorative, a pleasant representation of the physical world (e.g., landscape, still-life, and
portrait) based on a 19th century European/American taste (conventionalized aesthetic).
If that is all there is to art, then they would be correct. But they are not-there is much more,
as one would expect in a human behavior/activity that spans more than 35,000 years and, according
to Alexander Marcshack ("Roots of Civilization", I believe), about 300,000 years.
People have such strong feelings about what they think is art (like politics and religion) that it
makes it difficult to have a productive discussion (with those whose notion of art is conventional)
using this term "art." I prefer to discuss "image-making" (which includes all types of images/ motifs/
arrangements, including the various levels of image-making, such as illustration, commercial, cultural
and practical, e.g., road sign images).
Part of the reason that some do not consider rock art to be art is a lack of familiarity with the
visual process. Vision, the visual process, is the dominant and, according to many scholars, unchanging human means for interpreting the world and for communication. And, it should be noted, the
nature (or rules) of perceiving the visual world are not always the same as those of the physical
world. ("Vision is not the mechanical recording of elements but a grasping of significant structural
patterns."/ Arnheim).
Many individuals do not understand this distinction when forming their opinions about the
nature of visual art, whether prehistoric, historic, or contemporary.
To refer to Dito's remark about anthropologists: it is also likely, that these same individuals
will think that the "true" meaning of an image or object of art can only be seen in relation to the time
and culture of its creator. This point-of-view can not, and does not, account for the invention of "first
time" images or significant changes in established imagery (individuals, not cultures, make images)
whether it occurs within a group or the originating group in the case of diffusion, etc.
The basic "tools" each and every image-maker uses has not changed from the earliest times
regardless of subject matter. There are four types of images (in order of their age: 1- non-representational images; 2- symbolic images; 3- notational images; 4- representational images (first appear
stylized rep. images and second (and last type of image "invented") naturalized rep. images).
These images are arranged in visual space (two-dimensional or implied
three-dimensional) using the cues or clues of 1- overlap and 2- size differences
(diminishing or enlarging shapes). There are several minor visual cues which are

not critical but useful (e.g., position in composition, atmospheric-such
as hazy color and shape
edges).
These image-making elements and characteristics do not change from time to time or from
individual to individual or from culture to culture. An image-maker may not use everything each time
s/he paints, pecks or draws but to make an image(s) in a two-dimensional or implied three-dimensional space these are the universal "tools." If you discover others, please let me know.
The use of these elemental tools does not imply that there is a conscious awareness on the
part of the image-maker that s/he is doing so. Individuals who think that the image-maker's conscious
"intention" is the primary "artifact" of meaning and discard the possibility of the intuitive "intention"
(acting, as well, from beneath the surface of consciousness) have a skewed notion of visual imagery
and art. As Einstein is reported to have pointed out - "imagination is more important than knowledge."
The conditions of originlinvention are only a part of the meaning of visual images or of art. It
is understandable that anthropologists mostly focus exclusively on this aspect because they are interested in visual art as a manifestation of the culture not as art or image-making (individual as well as
culture). But this approach does not adequately represent the nature or full meaning of images or of
art.
While one's preference in visual art is one's own business this does not imply that the
individual's understanding of the most ancient tradition of image-making is adequate to claim that
rock art is not art. Certain images, compositions, or panels mayor may not be art. Or they may be art
of a degree (creative art, interpretive art, limited art-with certain requirements like craft, commercial
art, illustration, etc).
For example, a landscape painting in the style of Post-Impressionism of 19th century France is
generally only interpretive art similar to when a symphony plays Beethoven-they
are playing/painting someone else's creation.
So you'd not be surprised that I think that, like European-American art, much of pre/historic
Native-American art (images on any surface and objects) is not creative art but interpretive art. But
like last weeks rendering of Beethoven 's Ninth Symphony there can be an aesthetic emotion and
admiration for the work (and information about the individual and culture).
It is my impression (after 40 years as an artist and teacher of art studio, art appreciation and
history) that at any given period oftime, regardless of culture or place, there are only a few exceptional visual artists or image-makers. These individuals may use conventional or cultural forms/motifs
but are not limited to the "reach" of cultural convention.
Many dismiss visual art as "subjective" and therefore not useful to glean
information about an individual or a culture. It is my observation that this is not completely accurate.
Individuals that paint in a conventional manner paint after a model and their subjectivity is minimal
and almost always only cultural. The paradox seems to be that the more one tries to find "one's own
voice" (to use a poet's phrase) or eye the more one finds the universal qualities of visual art.
Just in case you're curious, the "Holy Ghost Group" at the Great Gallery in Canyonlands
National Park, Utah is, I believe, an example of a creative work of prehistoric art that has a high level
of aesthetics (visual relationships) and is a damn fine piece of painting and composing regardless of
culture, place or time. Most painted pieces of Pueblo ceramics offer an example of interpretive art.
Some Native Americans say that rock art is not art but "rock writing" From what I can tell
they are referring only to the conventional type of art, mentioned above, because, like writing, visual
artlimagery is a vehicle of communication/expression (not necessarily always or only on the conscious

or cultural level) as well as what else it may be. In fact, early pictographic writing forms evolved, at
least partly, from visual images.
Finally, although I would not dare to declare that all the information
anthropologists want to know is recoverable; I believe that there is much
information, or data, in rock art imagery that remains to be "uncovered" but not by anthropological
methods. It remains for someone who understands the visual world and visual imagery to do so and
that process is already underway.
David Sucec email at:davidsu@slkc.uswest.net

Photos provided by Boma Johnson from his recent rock art field trip near St. George.

Borna Johnson Begins Utah Rock Art Tour Business
Long-time URARA Friend Boma Johnson and his wife, Kat have moved to Utah and are conducting rock art tours. After trying several times to take a group ofURARA friends on a shake-down tour into
the San Rafael Swell, (snow and unseasonably cold weather prevented the trips) they settled for a tour into
the area around St. George. Their tour schedule can be followed by visiting their rock art website that can
be found at www.archaeology-plus.com.

Salt Lake Man Sentenced for Rock Art Vandalism
A Salt Lake City man will spend 7 months in federal prison for scratching his name into a prehistoric
petroglyph panel in Dinosaur National Monument last summer.
Osmar Mejicanos-Mendoza, 26, pleaded guilty in October to violating the Archaeological Resources Protection Act and damaging federal property. At his sentencing Tuesday a federal judge
ordered Mejicanos-Mendoza to pay $3,912 restitution to the National Parks Service and serve 36
months of supervised release following his prison term.
Mejicanos-Mendoza, a Guatemalan native, faces a deportation hearing when he is released from
prison, according to federal prosecutors.
"These petroglyph panels are an irreplaceable part of our state and nation's history," said U.S.
Attorney Paul Warner. "We are not going to tolerate thoughtless actions that damage or destroy these
resources."
In August, Mejicanos-Mendoza scratched "Osmar was here 8/12/00" in large figures across the
panel and had a friend take a picture of him standing next to the vandalized site.
He admitted in court that he had read signs warning against visitors touching the ancient art.
The damaged panel is part of a complex of petro glyphs left by the Fremont culture more than 800
years ago.
Salt Lake Tribune

Nasca Lines May Be Highly Visible Water Locators
Peru 's Nasca lines point to water sources, suggest UMass researchers UMass hydrogeologist,
archeologist are interviewed in December issue of Discover.
AMHERST, Mass. - The ancient "Nasca lines" created on the desert floor by native peoples in
Peru thousands of years ago may not just be works of art, according to a team of scientists from the
University of Massachusetts. The team, which includes hydro geologist Stephen B. Mabee and archeologist Donald Proulx, suggests that some ofthe mysterious lines may in fact mark underground sources
of water. The research project is detailed in the December issue of Discover magazine. The team also
includes independent scholar David Johnson, an adjunct research associate in the department of anthropology at UMass, and geosciences graduate students Jenna Levin and Gregory Smith. The lines were
constructed in the desert in southwestern Peru about 1,500-2,000 years ago by the Nasca culture, prior
to the invasion of the Incas. The lines, which are etched into the surface ofthe desert by removing
surface pebbles to reveal the lighter sand beneath, depict birds and mammals, including a hummingbird,
a monkey, and a man, as well as zigzags, spirals, triangles, and other geometric figures. Called
"geoglyphs," the elaborate figures are located about 250 miles south of Lima, and measure up to 1.2
miles in length. Their meaning has been the object of centuries of speculation. Some experts have
hypothesized that the figures had ceremonial or religious functions, or served as astronomical calendars.
But a slate of scientific tests has led the UMass team to theorize that at least some of the geometric
shapes mark underground water.
"Ancient inhabitants may have marked the location of their groundwater supply distribution
system with geoglyphs because the springs and seeps associated with the faults provided a more
reliable and, in some instances, a better-quality water source than the rivers. We're testing this
scientifically," said Mabee. "The spatial coincidence between the geogiyphs and groundwater
associated with underground faults in the bedrock offers an intriguing alternative to explain the
function of some of the geoglyphs." Proulx, who has studied the region for decades, notes that
the symbols on the biomorphs (figures of animals, plants, and humans) and on Nasca pottery are
almost identical. "There are representations of natural forces," he says, "Not deities in the Western sense, but powerful forces of sky and earth and water, whom they needed to propitiate for
water and a good harvest."
The team has studied the drawings and taken water samples during three separate journeys to
Peru, over the past five years. The research has been funded by a University of Massachusetts
Healy grant, the National Geographic Society, and the H. John Heinz Charitable Trust. "So far,
the tests indicate that the underground faults provide a source of reliable water to local inhabitants. The water, in comparison with available river water, is better-quality in terms of pH levels,
magnesium, calcium, chloride and sulfate concentrations," Mabee said. Proulx carried out an
archaeological survey of more than 128 sites in the drainage area, in conjunction with the geological research. His discoveries provided data for another piece ofthe puzzle - many archaeological
sites were constructed near water- bearing faults and used this important secondary source of
water.
The team was able to map the water's sources, and found that in at least five cases, the wells
and aquifers corresponded with geoglyphs and archaeological sites. "They always seem to go
together," said Mabee.

Send your news items to Layne Miller: email address-Iayne@afnetinc.com

Utah Rock Art Research Assoc.
Box 511324
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151-1324
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